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FIVE KINDS 
OF FAST

We ride fi ve designs you could race all season. 
Which one takes our podium place?

Words and photos: Seb Rogers
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£2600-£3000 RACE ALL DAY RIDES

5: REMOTE LOCKOUT
Most shocks and forks these days 

feature some kind of lockout, but it’s 
useless if you can’t operate it.

A bar-mounted remote is
the best option.

3: LIGHTWEIGHT BUILD
A race bike isn’t much good if
it isn’t capable of being ridden
quickly. So, all else equal, less
weight is a Good Thing. 

4: BIG WHEELS
Big wheels undoubtedly roll
more easily over trail obstacles,
making life easier for the rider. 29er
and 650b dominate race bike design.
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UNWRAPPED
DROPPING OUT

The Sync features custom-made dropouts 
based around an existing design used by 
full suss specialist Pivot Cycles. Hardtail 
designs tend not to pay too much attention 
to rear end torsional rigidity, but designer 
Dom Mason tells us he wanted to keep the 
rear wheel tracking straight even under 
power and through tight turns. 

“Despite its come-and-
have-a-go-if-you-think-

you’re-hard-enough 
attitude, the Sync doesn’t 

beat you to a pulp”
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Titanium hardtails are a rare breed. 
There’s a simple reason for that – 
this remarkably tough, corrosion-
free and rider-compliant wonder 

metal is expensive and hard to work with. 
But Kinesis’s brand new Sync is not afraid of 
a little hard work. 

Al dente
Much of the Sync’s design detail revolves 
around building in extra stiffness. Titanium’s 
a relatively fl exible material, in engineering 
terms – great for comfort, but not so great 
for precision handling and aggressive riding. 
The tapered headtube, ovalised downtube 
and fat, fat stays are all part of Kinesis’s 
efforts to keep the Sync tracking true and 
straight as things get rough and random. 

Throw in a 142x12mm bolt-thru rear end 
and the result is an impressively direct-
feeling bike. Despite carrying a small weight 
penalty over a similarly-priced carbon 
hardtail, the Sync’s got every bit as much 
stomp-and-go as any contender we’ve 
ridden. Given that it’ll take a 140mm fork – 
enough for some serious trail amusement 
away from race day – that’s a good thing.

Interestingly, while this Small frame rolls 
on 650b wheels, the Medium and Large have 

29in hoops – rather than try to squeeze 29ers 
in, or dodge building a Small frame at all, 
Kinesis has chosen to keep everything in 
proportion. We like its thinking.

It all means the Small Sync has a 17mm 
shorter toptube than its equivalently-sized, 
29er-only FF29 stablemate. Kinesis points 
out that the smaller wheels allow it to build 
the frame as it sees fi t, rather than design it 
around the wheels – good news if you’re 
vertically challenged, though it does make 
the step to the Medium more of a leap if 
you’re on the cusp of the two.

Dental bills down
Despite its come-and-have-a-go-if-you-think-
you’re-hard-enough attitude, the Sync 
doesn’t beat you to a pulp. It’s torsionally stiff 
like a carbon bike, but with a titanium 
forgiveness that takes the edge off impacts. 
Comfort is further helped by the thoughtful 
speccing of a set of carbon bars and a carbon 
stem. Is titanium spring and carbon damping 
the perfect combination? On a hardtail, we 
really think it is.

Some details of our pre-production 
prototype will change. The fork will be 
650b-specifi c once they become available 
– our test bike has a modifi ed 29in fork 

which, while appropriately lowered, has a 
different offset. 

The wheels and tyres will be different, too 
(Maxlight 275s with tyres TBC) and the 
frame will be brushed, with heat-cured 
decals and a laser-etched graphic on the 
downtube. The chainstays are being 
reprofi led for proper chainring clearance, 
while the brake mount is also being tweaked 
for more clearance under the caliper and less 
weight. We’d prefer a switch to Shimano for 
serious racing duties at this price, as well – it 
lasts longer – but that’s arguably nit-picking.

Summary 
We like the Sync’s fresh approach, its 
idiosyncratic blend of new and old ideas. 
Wheel and frame sizing, fork length and an 
emphasis on ruthless chassis effi ciency all 
add up to a potent race and trail companion.

Think outside carbon and aluminium boxes with the titanium Sync

KINESIS SYNC TI £3000

“Tough enough for trail madness yet 
capable of racehead effi ciency, the 
Sync’s a refreshingly different design.” 

£2600-£3000 RACE ALL DAY RIDES

AT A GLANCE

TRAVEL 120-140mm 

HIGHS Light, stiff 
and responsive but 
comfortable enough 
for long days out.

LOWS Small frame 
sizing is a big step down 
from medium. A lot of 
cash for a hardtail.

BUY IF… You want a 
hardtail that’s light, 
tough and versatile.

In sync with the rider
Building frames around wheel
sizes to suit different rider heights
is the brainchild of UK-based Kinesis
designer Dom Mason.

Testing, testing 
The minimal chainring clearance on
our pre-production prototype was a
factory error – it’ll be sorted on the
production versions.

X marks the spot 
Up-and-coming fork manufacturer

X-Fusion will be supplying 650b
and 29er-specifi c forks

for the Sync later in
the year.
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MARIN RIFT ZONE
XC8 29ER 

★★★★★
£2600

www.marin.co.uk

M

M, L, XL

12.9kg (28.25lb)

6061 aluminium 

Fox 32 Float CTD 29, air, 100mm

Fox Float CTD with boost valve air, 
100mm

2.3in

Shimano XT, 24/32/42T 

Shimano XT

Shimano XT

Shimano CN-HG74

Shimano XT 

Shimano SLX, 11-36T, 10spd

Easton EA70 XC rim and hub

Easton EA70 XC rim and hub

Continental X King, 29x2.2in 

Formula R1-X hydraulic disc, 
180/160mm rotors

Marin 2014, 710mm

Marin, 75mm

Ergon, lock-on

Marin

WTB Silverado Sport

FSA

n/a

HIGHS Big wheel easy-rolling meets 
taut geometry for inspiring handling 
and comfort. 

LOWS Trail-focused design details and 
overall weight limit short course race 
appeal.

BUY IF... You want an accomplished 
all-rounder that’s equally at home on the 
trail or at an enduro event.

1There’s still a place for ‘older’ ideas 
– 26in wheels, titanium frames and 
hardtails are not just still fun, but 

finely-honed and better than ever.
2 

Superlight bikes are faster at 
first, but a heavier one that 
doesn’t beat you up will almost 

certainly win over a distance.

5 
Suspension doesn’t have to be 
the last word in plushness to 
work; good mid-stroke 

support and a lack of dive keeps those 
frame angles consistent and friendly. 

4 
Bike are complicated! They 
might be simple machines, but 
every design decision is 

interlinked – and tiny changes can 
create huge differences in feel.

3While 29er geometry is 
improving, component-
choice oddities can still spoil 

things just as easily as ever…

FIVE THINGS WE LEARNED FROM THIS TEST 

WINNER

TURN OVER 
FOR THE 
TRAIL TEST 
CONCLUSION...

£2600-£3000 RACE ALL DAY RIDES

23.25in

Standover 31.5in

71°

68.5°

13in

43.7in

17in

18.1in

2nd

“It’s got every bit as much 
stomp-and-go as any 
contender we’ve ridden”

KINESIS 
SYNC TI £3000

3rd

“The 610 surges 
forward with each 
pedal stroke”

SCOTT SCALE 610 
£2899
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